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Abstract
In double field theory, the physical space has been understood as a subspace of the
doubled space. Recently, the doubled space is defined as the para-Hermitian manifold
and the physical space is realized as a leaf of a foliation of the doubled space. This
construction naturally introduces the fundamental 2-form, which plays an important role
in a reformulation of string theory known as the Born sigma model. In this paper, we
present the Born sigma model for p-branes in M-theory and type IIB theory by extending
the fundamental 2-form into U -duality-covariant (p+ 1)-forms.
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1
1 Introduction
Double Field Theory (DFT) [1–5] has been developed for the T -duality-covariant formulation
of supergravity. This is defined on a 2d-dimensional space called the doubled space, but
in order to consistently formulate the theory, a constraint known as the section condition
is required. Accordingly, we require that any fields depend only on at most d coordinates.
Namely, we suppose that any fields are defined on a d-dimensional physical space. The choice
of the physical directions is arbitrary and it can be specified by the polarization tensor [6].
This arbitrariness in the choice of the polarization tensor can be understood as T -duality
symmetry. Although the polarization tensor is an important object in the doubled space, it
appears only implicitly in the conventional formulation of DFT. This is because we usually
consider a specific class of physical spaces. As we review in section 2, if we consider a general
polarization, the polarization tensor appears explicitly, for example, in the definition of the
generalized Lie derivative. This kind of general polarizations will be important to investigate
non-trivial applications of DFT, and various aspects have been studied recently in [7–13].
In this recent approach, the physical space is specified by the polarization tensor, or equiv-
alently, an almost para-complex structure KIJ satisfying (K
2)IJ = δ
I
J (see [14] for details of
the para-complex structure). A set of d eigenvectors with the eigenvalue +1 spans the tangent
space of the physical space while a set of d eigenvectors with the eigenvalue −1 spans the
unphysical gauge orbits in the sense of [15]. The polarization tensors Π±, which pick out the
physical/unphysical directions, are defined as (Π±)IJ ≡ 12
(
δIJ±KIJ
)
and the section condition
is expressed as (Π−)J I ∂Jf(x) = 0 . When KIJ satisfies the integrability condition, it is called
a para-complex structure, and it allows us to find a local coordinate system (xI) = (xm, x˜m)
such that the physical and the unphysical space are realized as x˜m = const. and x
m = const.,
respectively. Then, KIJ takes the form
(KIJ) =

δ
m
n 0
0 −δnm

 , (1.1)
and the section condition becomes ∂˜mf(x) = 0 . In this viewpoint, the section condition can
be understood as a condition that any fields on the doubled space (a para-complex manifold)
are para-holomorphic functions. Consequently, similar to the case of holomorphic functions
defined on a complex plane, any fields satisfying the section condition can be consistently
restricted to a half-dimensional physical subspace.
In this recent construction of the doubled space, by further introducing the standard
O(d, d) metric ηIJ , the para-complex manifold becomes the para-Hermitian manifold. There,
we can define a natural 2-form field ωIJ ≡ ηIK KKJ , called the fundamental 2-form. In the
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particular coordinate system (1.1), this 2-form has the form
(ωIJ) =

 0 −δ
n
m
δmn 0

 , (1.2)
and can be interpreted as a symplectic form. Accordingly, the interpretation of the doubled
space as a kind of phase space has been developed in [16–21], and there, the T -duality is
interpreted as the Fourier transformation, xm → pm and pm → −xm. The symmetry under
the Fourier transformation is known as the Born reciprocity, and the doubled space equipped
with a certain dynamical metric HIJ is called the Born manifold. Apart from DFT, the
fundamental 2-form ω appears also in the string action, known as the Tseytlin action [22,23]
S =
1
2
∫
d2σ
[
(η + ω)IJ ∂σX
I ∂τX
J −HIJ ∂σXI ∂σXJ
]
. (1.3)
The term including ω is topological and has not been included originally in [22, 23], but its
importance has been discussed in [17,24–27]. The topological term is introduced also in Hull’s
approach [6,25] where the worldsheet covariance is manifest. More recently, a duality-covariant
string action in an arbitrary curved background is provided in [28]. Subsequently, by further
adding a certain total-derivative term, a duality-covariant action
S =
1
2
∫
Σ
[1
2
HIJ(X)DXI ∧ ∗γDXJ − 1
2
ωIJ DX
I ∧DXJ
]
, (1.4)
called the gauged Born sigma model has been proposed in [29], which explicitly utilizes ω.
In this paper, we study an extension of the Born sigma model
S =
1
p+ 1
∫
Σ
[
eλ
1
2
HIJ(X)DXI ∧ ∗γDXJ − 1
2
ω
(F )
IJ ;KDX
I ∧DXJ ∧ qK(brane)
]
, (1.5)
for various p-branes in M-theory and type IIB theory. It terns out that this action is the same
as the one studied in [30, 31] but the reformulation using ω makes the structure simpler and
clearer. In addition, the rank of the En U -duality group has been assumed to satisfy n ≤ 7
in [30,31], but here it is not assumed and we can consider the full theory n = 11 . Moreover,
regarding type IIB branes, only the (p, q)-string has been explicitly considered in [31] but here
we also provide the D3-brane action and the action for the (p, q)-five brane.
This paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we review the description of the doubled
space as the para-Hermitian manifold. After reviewing the geometric framework, in section
2.4, we explain our approach to string sigma model. In section 3, we apply a similar discussion
to the case of the exceptional space, and study sigma model actions for various p-branes. In
section 4, in order to clarify the relation to Tseytlin’s approach, we study the brane actions
in Hamiltonian form. Section 5 is devoted to the summary and discussion.
3
2 Para-Hermitial geometry for double field theory
In this section, we briefly review the para-Hermitian geometry from a physics point of view.
We then explain our approach to brane actions by using the string sigma model as a prototype.
2.1 Para-Hermitial geometry
In DFT, we consider a doubled space which is a smooth 2d-dimensional manifold M endowed
with a metric ηIJ of signature (d, d). We may introduce the standard Christoffel symbol ΓI
J
K
associated with ηIJ and denote the covariant derivative as
∇˚IV J ≡ ∂IV J + ΓIJK V K . (2.1)
We assume that the metric ηIJ is flat and always work with a local coordinate system (x
I) =
(xm, x˜m) where ηIJ and its inverse η
IJ have the form1
(ηIJ ) =

 0 δ
n
m
δmn 0

 , (ηIJ ) =

 0 δ
m
n
δnm 0

 . (2.2)
In order to consistently formulate DFT, we require that any two of the fields and gauge
parameters, say f and g, satisfy the section condition
ηIJ ∇˚If ∇˚Jg = 0 . (2.3)
Here, the covariant derivative ∇˚I can be replaced by ∂I because we are assuming Eq. (2.2)
where ΓI
J
K = 0. In the following, we review that the section condition suggests us to regard
the doubled space as a para-Hermitian manifold [7–13].
The section condition (2.3) indicates that the derivatives of any fields lie in a common null
subspace. Accordingly, we introduce a projection operator Π+ of rank d satisfying [6]
Π2+ = Π+ , η
KL (Π+)
I
K (Π+)
J
L = 0 , (2.4)
which is known as the polarization tensor. Then we assume that any fields f satisfy
∇˚If = (Π+)J I ∇˚Jf . (2.5)
We can easily check that the section condition (2.3) is indeed satisfied under this situation:
ηIJ ∇˚If ∇˚Jg = ηIJ (Π+)KI (Π+)LJ ∇˚Kf ∇˚Lg = 0 . (2.6)
If we also introduce a projection operator Π− ≡ 1 − Π+ onto the orthogonal directions,
Eq. (2.5) can be also expressed as
(Π−)J I ∇˚Jf = 0 . (2.7)
1When ηIJ is not flat, one may introduce a vielbein as ηIJ = EI
A EJ
B ηAB where ηAB has the same form
as Eq. (2.2). See, for example, [32] for more details.
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Then using the two projectors Π± , we can construct an almost para-complex structure (or an
almost product structure)
K ≡ Π+ −Π− , K2 = 1 . (2.8)
By using the polarization tensors, we define two distributions L∗±, spanned at each point
by (Π±)I J dxJ . The condition for each of the distributions to be integrable is given by
(Π∓)J1 [K1 (Π∓)
J2
K2] ∂J1(Π±)
I
J2 = 0 . (2.9)
If we define
N±(V,W ) ≡ Π∓[Π±(V ), Π±(W )]
[
Π±(V ) ≡ Π±V ≡ (Π±)I J V J
]
, (2.10)
for arbitrary vector fields V I and W I , the integrability conditions are equivalent to N± = 0 .
If both of these distributions are integrable, we can find a local coordinate system (xm, x˜m)
where Π± and K have the form
Π+ = Π
(0)
+ ≡

δ
m
n 0
0 0

 , Π− = Π(0)− ≡

0 0
0 δnm

 , K = K(0) ≡

δ
m
n 0
0 −δnm

 . (2.11)
Such coordinates xm/x˜m are called para-holomorphic/para-anti-holomorphic coordinates, where
L∗+/L
∗
− are respectively spanned by dx
m/dx˜m. On an overlap of two such coordinate patches
(Uα, x
I
(α)) and (Uβ, x
I
(β)) with Uα ∩Uβ 6= ∅ , by requiring the para-Cauchy–Riemann equation
∂xm(β)
∂x˜(α)n
= 0 ,
∂x˜(β)m
∂xn(α)
= 0 , (2.12)
we can consistently define the para-complex structure in both patches as (2.11) and K can
be globally defined over the doubled space. The linear section condition (2.5), i.e., ∂˜mf = 0 ,
then can be interpreted as the para-holomorphicity of any fields on the doubled space.
The Nijenhuis tensor associated with the almost para-complex structure K,
NK(V,W ) ≡ −K2([V, W ]) +K([K(V ), W ] + [V, K(W )])− [K(V ), K(W )] , (2.13)
can be expressed as
NK(V,W ) = 4N+(V,W ) + 4N−(V,W ) , (2.14)
and the integrabilities of the both two distributions L∗± can be summarized as the integrability
of K: NK = 0 . By using the polarization tensors, we can also split the tangent bundle as
TM = L+ ⊕ L−, where distributions L± are defined as
L± = {V | Π±(V ) = V , V ∈ TM} . (2.15)
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In this paper, we always assume that K is integrable (NK = 0),
2 and then by using the para-
(anti-)holomorphic coordinates, distributions L+ and L− are respectively spanned by ∂m and
∂˜m . Then, L+ can be identified as the tangent bundles TF+ of a d-dimensional space F+
with coordinates xm , which we call the physical space. It can be realized as x˜m = cm (cm
constant) in the para-(anti-)holomorphic coordinates. Similarly, the unphysical gauge orbits
F− (for which L− = TF−) is described as xm = cm (cm constant).
So far, we have constructed the doubled space as a para-complex manifold (M, K). Now
let us also consider the metric ηIJ . The standard assumption in DFT is that the metric ηIJ
has the form (2.2) in the para-(anti-)holomorphic coordinates. Then we can easily see that
Eq. (2.4) and
ηKL (Π−)IK (Π−)JL = 0 , (2.16)
are satisfied. Eqs. (2.4) and (2.16) are equivalent to
ηKLK
K
I K
L
J = −ηIJ . (2.17)
When this relation is satisfied, the pair (K, η) is called a para-Hermitian structure and the
doubled space (M,K, η) equipped with a para-Hermitian structure is called a para-Hermitian
manifold. On an arbitrary para-Hermitian manifold, we can define a natural 2-form field
ωIJ ≡ ηIK KKJ , (2.18)
which is called the fundamental 2-form. By definition, this satisfies
ωKL (Π±)KI (Π±)LJ = 0 . (2.19)
If this 2-form is closed dω = 0 , the para-Hermitian manifold is called a para-Ka¨hler manifold.
To check the closedness in our setup, let us expand dω generally as
dω = (dω)(3,0) + (dω)(2,1) + (dω)(1,2) + (dω)(0,3) , (2.20)
where
(dω)(3,0)(X, Y, Z) ≡ dω(Π+(X), Π+(Y ), Π+(Z)) ,
(dω)(2,1)(X, Y, Z) ≡
cyclic∑
X,Y,Z
dω
(
Π+(X), Π+(Y ), Π−(Z)
)
,
(dω)(1,2)(X, Y, Z) ≡
cyclic∑
X,Y,Z
dω
(
Π+(X), Π−(Y ), Π−(Z)
)
,
(dω)(0,3)(X, Y, Z) ≡ dω(Π−(X), Π−(Y ), Π−(Z)) .
(2.21)
2In order to consistently formulate DFT, only the L+-integrability (N+ = 0) or L−-integrability (N− = 0)
may be enough. At least for the string sigma model, it is known that the L+- or L−-integrability is enough to
formulate the gauged Born sigma model [29].
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By defining (N±)IJK ≡ η
(
N±(∂I , ∂J), ∂K
)
, we can easily show
(dω)
(3,0)
IJK = 3 (N+)[IJK] = 0 , (dω)
(0,3)
IJK = −3 (N−)[IJK] = 0 . (2.22)
Thus in the para-Hermitian case, (dω)(3,0) and (dω)(0,3) vanish automatically and we obtain
dω = (dω)(2,1) + (dω)(1,2) . (2.23)
If (dω)(2,1) = 0 and (dω)(1,2) = 0 are further satisfied, the doubled space becomes a para-
Ka¨hler manifold and the fundamental 2-form ω becomes a symplectic form.
Example 1. In the conventional DFT, we assume that the doubled space is a para-Ka¨hler
manifold with K = K(0) and ω = ω(0) ≡ η K(0) . We can also consider a deformation of K(0)
by performing a B-transformation,
K(0) → K(b) = ebK e−b =

 δ
m
n 0
2 bmn −δnm

 , eb ≡

 δ
m
n 0
bmn δ
n
m

 , db = 0 . (2.24)
After the deformation, L+ is spanned by em ≡ ∂m − bmn ∂˜n and the linear section condition
becomes ∂˜m = 0 (see [33] where this bmn was introduced to discuss finite transformations in
DFT). In addition, the fundamental 2-form becomes
ω(b) ≡ η K(b) =

2 bmn −δ
n
m
δmn 0

 . (2.25)
This is still a para-Ka¨hler structure because dω(b) = 0, which follows from db = 0 .
Example 2. Another non-trivial example is given by
η =

 0 δ
n
m
δmn 0

 , K(pi) =

δ
m
n 2π
mn
0 −δnm

 , ω(pi) =

 0 −δ
n
m
δmn 2π
mn

 , (2.26)
where πmn is a Poisson-tensor satisfying πm[n ∂mπ
pq] = 0. In this case, we obtain
dω = (dω)(1,2) = ∂pπ
mn
(
dxp + πpq dx˜q
) ∧ x˜m ∧ dx˜n , (2.27)
and this is para-Hermitian but not para-Ka¨hler unless πmn is constant.
2.2 Canonical generalized Lie derivative
Let us consider diffeomorphisms generated by the standard Lie derivative
£VW
I ≡ V J ∂JW I −W J ∂JV I . (2.28)
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Under the Lie derivative, the covariant derivative ∇˚If of an arbitrary tensor f transforms
covariantly. However, unlike the standard geometry, the diffeomorphisms are restricted to a
small subgroup due to the section condition. Moreover, if we keep the canonical form (2.2) of
ηIJ , the diffeomorphisms are reduced to the global O(d, d) transformation [34]
3
xI → x′I = ΛIJ xJ Λ ∈ O(d, d) , (2.29)
which is a symmetry of the conventional DFT action. The usual diffeomorphisms on the
physical space F+ are rather contained in another local symmetry, which is known as the
generalized diffeomorphism. When the para-complex structure is given by K = K(0), this
symmetry is generated by the generalized Lie derivative
£ˆ
(0)
V W
I ≡ V J ∇˚JW I −
(∇˚JV I − ∇˚IVJ)W J , (2.30)
which never changes the flat metric: £ˆV ηIJ = 0 . When the diffeomorphism parameter V
I is
a tangent vector field of the physical space F+ , i.e., V I = (Π+V )I = (vm, 0) , the generalized
Lie derivative reduces to the standard Lie derivative £v on the physical space F+,
£ˆ
(0)
V W
I =

£vw
m
£vw˜m

 , W I ≡

w
m
w˜m

 . (2.31)
In this sense, the generalized Lie derivative is a generalization of the usual Lie derivative. The
para-complex structure K(0) is invariant under this transformation, but if the diffeomorphism
parameter V I has a general form (V I) = (vm, v˜m), it is transformed as
δK(0) = £ˆ
(0)
V K
(0) =

 0 0
4 ∂[mv˜n] 0

 . (2.32)
Thus the diffeomorphism parameter v˜m causes a deformation of the foliation. In general, under
a finite generalized diffeomorphism, K(0) is generally mapped to K(b) given in Eq. (2.24).
If we consider a general K, an issue arises for £ˆ
(0)
V . For two vector fields V = Π+(V ) and
W = Π+(W ) that are tangential to the physical space F+ , we have
£ˆ
(0)
V W
I =
[
Π+
(
[V, W ]
)]I − TJIK V J WK , (2.33)
where TIJK = T[IJK] is defined as
TIJK ≡ 3Φ[IJK] , ΦIKJ ≡
1
2
KKL ∇˚IKLJ . (2.34)
Then, although both V and W are restricted to be tangent vectors on the physical space, the
generalized Lie derivative does not reduce to the usual Lie derivative on the physical space due
3A particular B-field gauge transformation Bmn → Bmn + ∂[mλn] (∂(mλn) = 0) is also allowed [34].
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to the second term in Eq. (2.33). This prompts us to consider a modification of the generalized
Lie derivative. In fact, there is the unique generalized Lie derivative that satisfies [11]
£ˆΠ±(V )Π±(W ) = Π±
(
[Π±V, Π±W ]
)
. (2.35)
This is known as the canonical generalized Lie derivative and is defined by
£ˆVW
I ≡ V J ∇JW I −
(∇JV I −∇IVJ)W J . (2.36)
Here, ∇ is called the canonical connection4
∇IVJ ≡ ∇˚IVJ − ΦIKJ VK . (2.37)
This is called para-Hermitian because it is compatible with the para-Hermitian structure,
∇KηIJ = 0 , ∇KωIJ = 0 . (2.38)
The difference between the two generalized Lie derivatives is called the generalized torsion
T (V,W ) ≡ TIJK V I W J ∂K ≡ £ˆ(0)V W − £ˆVW , (2.39)
and the components TIJK can be expressed as in Eq. (2.34). Then the canonical generalized
Lie derivative can be expressed also as
£ˆVW
I ≡ V J ∂JW I −
(
∂JV
I − ∂IVJ
)
W J + TJ IK V J WK , (2.40)
and we can easily show the property (2.35) by using Eq. (2.33). Accordingly, we consider that
the gauge symmetry of DFT for a general foliation is generated by the canonical generalized
Lie derivative. In the case of para-Ka¨hler manifolds (where dω = 0), we can easily see that
£ˆV reduces to the conventional one £ˆ
(0)
V by using the identity
TIJK = 1
2
[
(dω)(3,0) + (dω)(2,1) − (dω)(1,2) − (dω)(0,3)]
IJK
. (2.41)
In this sense, £ˆV is a modest modification of the generalized Lie derivative.
2.3 Born geometry
In DFT, the dynamical metric and the Kalb–Ramond B-field are packaged into the generalized
metric HIJ which satisfies
HIJ = HJI , HIK HKJ = δIJ . (2.42)
4A short computation shows that canonical connection can be also expressed as
∇IVJ = (Π+)J
K ∇˚I(Π+ V )K + (Π−)J
K ∇˚I(Π− V )K .
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By choosing a frame where K = K(0) is realized, we parameterize the generalized metric as5
HIJ =

(g −B g
−1B)mn Bmp gpn
−gmpBpn gmn

 , (2.43)
and interpret gmn as the metric on the physical space.
The second condition of Eq. (2.42) shows that JIJ ≡ HIJ is an additional almost para-
complex structure on the doubled space. This is sometimes called the chiral structure because
this matrix defines a chirality of the string (see section 2.4). If this chiral structure satisfies
JKI J
L
J ωKL = −ωIJ , (2.44)
an almost para-Hermitian manifold is called the Born manifold. In this case, we have an almost
complex structure IIJ ≡ HIK ωKJ = (J K)IJ satisfying I2 = −1 , and the pair (I, J,K) is
called an almost para-quaternionic structure. By substituting the parameterization (2.43)
into the condition (2.44), we obtain Bmn = 0 , which looks very strong. In order to relax the
requirement, one may assume that K and ω have the form [10,11,20,29]
K(B) ≡

 δ
m
n 0
2Bmn −δnm

 , ω(B) ≡ η K(B) =

2Bmn −δ
n
m
δmn 0

 , (2.45)
in the duality frame where the generalized metric has the form (2.43). This allows us to
satisfy Eq. (2.44) but the integrability N+ = 0 is broken when the B-field is not closed. Even
when the integrability N+ = 0 is broken, as long as the integrability N− = 0 is satisfied, we
can define the physical space as F− (which satisfies L− = TF−), and we may consistently
formulate the gauged Born sigma model [29].
In this paper, we do not require Eq. (2.44) and do not include the supergravity fields, such
as the B-field, into the fundamental 2-form ω . Then, the generalized metric does not describe
the Born geometry, but since the action studied in the next subsection has the same form as
that of the gauged Born sigma model, we shall use the nomenclature, the Born sigma model.
As we explain in the next subsection, what we include into ω are the field strengths of the
worldvolume gauge fields.
2.4 Born sigma model for string
Here we consider the string sigma model. We suppose that the doubled space is a para-Ka¨hler
manifold with the structure (η, ω(0)), and consider the action
S =
1
2
∫
Σ
[1
2
eλHIJ(x)DXI ∧ ∗γDXJ − µ1
2
ω
(F )
IJ DX
I ∧DXJ
]
. (2.46)
5See [35] for a more general parameterization.
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Here, µ1 is the string charge (or tension), HIJ(x) is a generalized metric satisfying the linear
section condition (Π
(0)
− )
J
I ∇˚J = 0, and DXI is defined by
DXI(σ) ≡ dXI(σ)−AI(σ) , XI(σ) ≡

x
m(σ)
x˜m(σ)

 . (2.47)
The scalar field λ(σ) is an auxiliary field that determines the tension, and the gauge fields
AI(σ) are defined as AI(σ) ≡ (Π(0)− )InCn(σ) = (0, Cm) . In the second term, we have defined
ω
(F )
IJ ≡ ηIK (K(F ))KJ , (K(F ))IJ ≡

 δ
m
n 0
2Fmn −δnm

 , Fmn ≡ ∂man − ∂nam , (2.48)
and the second term can be expanded as
µ1
2
ω
(F )
IJ DX
I ∧DXJ = µ1
(
Dx˜m ∧ dxm + 2F2
)
(F2 ≡ da1 , a1 ≡ am dxm) . (2.49)
We note that the covariant derivative DXI is invariant under the gauge transformation
XI → XI + (Π(0)− )In χn , Cm → Cm + dχn . (2.50)
We also note that K(F ) describes the foliation of the d-dimensional space that the string lives
in. This is different from the foliation characterized by K(0) and the deviation is characterized
by the field strength F2(σ). If there are several strings propagating on the physical space, each
string can live in a different d-dimensional space and each foliation is determined dynamically.6
Then, different strings observe the physical space from different angles.
The equations of motion for λ and the gauge fields Cm give e
λ = µ1 (for µ1 > 0) and
(Π
(0)
+ )
I
J
(
DXJ −HJK ∗γ DXK
)
= (Π
(0)
+ )
I
n
(
dxn −HnK ∗γ DXK
)
= 0 . (2.51)
By taking the Hodge dual of this equation, we obtain
(Π
(0)
+ )
I
J HJK
(
DXK −HKL ∗γ DXL
)
= (Π
(0)
+ )
I
nHnp
(
Dx˜p −HpL ∗γ DXL
)
= 0 . (2.52)
If Hmn = gmn is invertible, this is equivalent to
(Π
(0)
− )
I
J
(
DXJ −HJK ∗γ DXK
)
= 0 , (2.53)
and then Eqs. (2.51) and (2.53) give the self-duality relation (or the chirality condition)
DXI = HIJ ∗γ DXJ . (2.54)
According to this relation, JIJ = HIJ is called the chirality operator.
6In the string case, the gauge field A1 appears only in the boundary term and it is not dynamical, but in
the case of higher-dimensional branes, such as the M5-brane, gauge fields can be dynamical.
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If we consider a flat background, the equations of motion give dAI = 0 and we can fix the
gauge symmetry (2.50) as AI = 0 . Then we obtain DXI = dXI and the on-shell value of the
action becomes
S =
µ1
2
∫
Σ
[1
2
HIJ dXI ∧ ∗γdXJ + dxm ∧ dx˜m
]
, (2.55)
where we have truncated F2 for the sake of comparison. This is precisely Hull’s action [6,25],
and the topological term dxm ∧ dx˜m (which comes from the ω term) plays an important role,
for example, in the computation of the partition function [26].
Boundary condition and D-brane
Under the equations of motion, a variation of the action becomes
δS
e.o.m.∼
∫
∂Σ
∗γθ , ∗γθ ≡ µ1
2
(
η + ω(F )
)
IJ
DXI δXJ . (2.56)
In order to make the variational principle well-defined, we require the boundary condition
2na ǫ
ab (∗γθ)b
∣∣
∂Σ
= µ1 na ǫ
ab
(
η + ω(F )
)
In
DbX
I δxn
∣∣
∂Σ
= 0 , (2.57)
where na denotes the vector field normal to the boundary ∂Σ. By introducing a projection
operator (πD)
m
n which has only the diagonal elements with values 1 or 0 , we can impose the
Dirichlet boundary condition as
(πD)
m
n δx
n
∣∣
∂Σ
= 0 . (2.58)
Then, Eq. (2.57) requires the Neumann boundary condition for the other directions
na ǫ
ab
(
η + ω(F )
)
In
DbX
I (πN )
n
p
∣∣
∂Σ
= na ǫ
ab (Dbx˜m − Fmn ∂bxn) (πN )mp
∣∣
∂Σ
= 0 , (2.59)
where (πN )
m
n ≡ δmn − (πD)mn . By using the equations of motion
Dx˜m = gmn ∗γ dxn +Bmn dxn , (2.60)
the Neumann condition can be also expressed in the standard form
na ǫ
ab
[
gmn ε
c
b ∂cx
n + (B − F )mn ∂bxn
]
(πN )
m
p
∣∣
∂Σ
= 0 . (2.61)
By noting that the Dirichlet boundary condition can be also written as
na ǫ
ab (πD)
m
nDbx
n
∣∣
∂Σ
= 0 , (2.62)
both the Dirichlet and the Neumann boundary conditions can be summarized as
na ǫ
ab (Π
(F )
D )
I
J DbX
J
∣∣
∂Σ
= 0 , (2.63)
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where
Π
(F )
D ≡ eF ΠD e−F , ΠD ≡

(πD)
m
n 0
0 (πN )
n
m

 , eF ≡

 δ
m
n 0
Fmn δ
n
m

 . (2.64)
If we again consider a flat background, DXI can be gauge fixed to dXI and the boundary
condition reduces to
na ǫ
ab (Π
(F )
D )
I
J ∂bX
J
∣∣
∂Σ
= 0 . (2.65)
This can be interpreted as a generalized Dirichlet boundary condition in the doubled space [6]
that extends the conventional one (2.62). Since there are d “+1” in the diagonal elements of
Π
(F )
D , regardless of the choice of the matrix πD, the string is always attached to the “generalized
Dirichlet brane” which is a d-dimensional object in the doubled space. In particular, when
this object behaves as a p-brane in the physical space (namely when the trace of πN is p+1),
this object is called a Dp-brane [6]. In this way, the double sigma model (or the Born sigma
model) allows us to describe the Dp-brane with various values of p as a single d-dimensional
object in the doubled space [6].
3 Exceptional space
Here, we consider an extension of the same idea to the U -duality-covariant formulation, known
as the exceptional field theory (EFT) [36–45]. In the En EFT, we introduce an exceptional
space with local coordinates xI which transform in the R1-representation of the En U -duality
group. In the exceptional space, the section condition can be expressed as7
ηIJ ;K ∂If ∂Jg = 0 . (3.1)
Here, ηIJ ;K is an intertwining operator (called the η-symbol8) which connects a symmetric
product of the R1-representation and the R2-representation (labeled by I,J ,K, · · · ). An
important difference from the DFT case (2.3) is that the R2-representation is not a singlet.
9
In order to satisfy the section condition (3.1), we again introduce a projector satisfying
Π2+ = Π+ , η
KL;I (Π+)IK (Π+)JL = 0 , (3.2)
and assume that any fields f satisfy the linear section condition
∂If = (Π+)
J
I ∂Jf . (3.3)
7Additional conditions appear if we consider n ≥ 7 but they do not affect the discussion here.
8In [46] it is denoted as fM1N1P2 but here we follow the notation of [47,48].
9Another difference is that the construction of the covariant derivative satisfying ∇˚Iη = 0 is non-trivial in
EFT due to the last index of ηIJ;K (see [49] for a discussion on a such connection in the SL(5) EFT). Here we
restrict ourselves to coordinate systems where ηIJ;K is constant such that ∇˚I is reduced to ∂I .
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Solution of the section condition has been studied in the literature (see for example [42,50]),
and there are two inequivalent solutions: the M-theory section and the type IIB section. The
rank of the projector is n in the former case while d ≡ n− 1 in the latter. For each case, we
can introduce a projector Π− and K as
(Π−)IJ ≡ δIJ − (Π+)IJ , KIJ ≡ (Π+)IJ − (Π−)I J . (3.4)
Unlike DFT, the dimensions of the ±1 eigenspace of K are different, and we call K an almost
product structure (rather than an almost complex structure). Moreover, we define
ωIJ ;K ≡ ηIL;KKLJ , (3.5)
which naturally extends the fundamental 2-form ωIJ in DFT [recall Eq. (2.18)]. Similar to
the DFT case, we assume ηIL;K is constant but K can be coordinate-dependent, and the
integrability of K is not ensured in general.
In the following, we show the explicit form of the matrices K and ωIL;K, and after that
we discuss brane actions. For convenience, we employ the following notation for multiple
indices. For example, Ai¯p represents
A[i1···ip]√
p!
. The factorial is introduced in order to reduce
the overcounting: Ai¯p B
i¯p =
A[i1···ip]√
p!
B[i1···ip]√
p!
= 1
p! A[i1···ip]B
[i1···ip] . The antisymmetrized Kro-
necker delta is defined as δ
i1···ip
j1···jp ≡ δ
[i1
[j1
· · · δip]
jp]
and we also define δ
i1···ip
j1···jp ≡ p! δ
i1···ip
j1···jp . In the
multiple-index notation, the latter Kronecker delta is denoted as δ
i¯p
j¯p
≡ δ
i1···ip
j1···jp√
p!
√
p!
= δ
i1···ip
j1···jp , which
satisfies δ
i¯p
k¯p
δ
k¯p
j¯p
= δ
i¯p
j¯p
. For example, for a 6-form F6 and a 3-form F3 , we have
Fi¯5j +
1
2!
δk¯3 l¯2
i¯5
Fk¯3 Fl¯2j =
Fi1···i5j√
5!
+
1
2!
δ
k1k2l1l2l3
i1···i5√
3! 2! 5!
Fk1k2k3√
3!
Fl1l2j√
2!
=
Fi1···i5j + 5F[i1i2i3 Fi4i5]j√
5!
. (3.6)
We also use a bracket notation, such as A[¯ip Bi¯q · · ·Ci¯r ] ≡ δ
k¯p l¯q ···m¯r
i¯p+q+···+r
Ak¯p Bl¯q · · ·Cm¯r . In the
standard notation, this corresponds to
A[¯ip Bi¯q · · ·Ci¯r ] =
(p+ q + · · ·+ r)!
p! q! · · · r!
A[i1···ip Bip+1···ip+q · · ·Cip+q+···+1···ip+q+···+r]√
(p+ q + · · ·+ r)! . (3.7)
It is noted that this bracket does not always coincide with the standard one even for single
indices
A[¯iBj¯] = δ
k¯l¯
i¯j¯
Ak¯ Bl¯ = δ
kl
ij Ak Bl = 2A[iBj] , (3.8)
A[¯ij¯] = δ
k¯2
i¯j¯
Ak¯2 =
δ
k1k2
ij√
2!
Ak1k2√
2!
= A[ij] , (3.9)
where i¯ denotes a single index i¯1 . Accordingly, when the bracket is defined in the modified
sense, we should keep the bar i¯ inside the bracket. Let us give an another example. For a
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p-form Ap and a (q + 1)-form Bq+1 , we obtain
A[¯ip Bj¯q k¯] ≡ δ
m¯pn¯q+1
i¯p j¯q k¯
Am¯p Bn¯q+1 =
(p+ q + 1)!
p! (q + 1)!
δ
m1···mpn1···nq+1
i1···ipj1···jqk
Am1···mp Bn1···nq+1√
p!
√
q!
=
(p+q+1)!
p! q! A[i1···ip Bj1···jqk]√
p! q!
=
(A ∧B)i1···ipj1···jqk√
p! q!
. (3.10)
These notations are useful to remove unimportant numerical factors from various expressions.
3.1 M-theory section
When we consider the M-theory section, we expand the R1-representation as
(xI) =
(
xi, yi¯2 , yi¯5 , · · ·
)
, (3.11)
and the R2-representation as
(ηIJ ;K) =
(
ηIJ ;k, ηIJ ;k¯4 , · · · ) . (3.12)
We note that the dimensions of these representations are finite for n ≤ 8, but they are infinite
for n = 9, 10, 11. In addition to ηIJ ;K , we also introduce
(ηIJ ;K) =
(
ηIJ ;k, ηIJ ;k¯4 , · · ·
)
, (3.13)
which has the same matrix form as ηIJ ;K although the position of the indices are upside down.
The explicit forms of ηIJ ;K are as follows:
ηk ≡


0 δj¯2
i¯k¯
0
δi¯2
j¯k¯
0 0 · · ·
0 0 0
...
. . .


, ηk¯4 ≡


0 0 δj¯5
i¯k¯4
0 δi¯2 j¯2
k¯4
0 · · ·
δi¯5
j¯k¯4
0 0
...
. . .


, · · · . (3.14)
Then, we can easily see that a matrix
Π
(0)
+ ≡


δij 0 0
0 0 0 · · ·
0 0 0
...
. . .


, (3.15)
indeed satisfies the conditions (3.2). Then, we obtain
Π
(0)
− =


0 0 0
0 δj¯2
i¯2
0 · · ·
0 0 δj¯5
i¯5
...
. . .


, K(0) =


δij 0 0
0 −δj¯2
i¯2
0 · · ·
0 0 −δj¯5
i¯5
...
. . .


, (3.16)
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and the matrix forms of (ωIJ ;K) =
(
ωIJ ;k, ωIJ ;k¯4 , · · ·
)
become
ω
(0)
k =


0 −δj¯2
i¯k¯
0
δi¯2
j¯k¯
0 0 · · ·
0 0 0
...
. . .


, ω
(0)
k¯4
=


0 0 −δj¯5
i¯k¯4
0 −δi¯2 j¯2
k¯4
0 · · ·
δi¯5
j¯k¯4
0 0
...
. . .


, · · · . (3.17)
We note that, unlike the DFT case, they are not antisymmetric in general: only the matrix
ω
(0)
k is. However, they play an important role in the brane actions, and we consider they are
natural generalizations of the fundamental 2-form ω
(0)
IJ in DFT.
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Similar to the DFT case, we can consider a more general Π± or K by acting U -duality
transformations (which generalize the B-transformation)
Π
(F )
+ =


δij 0 0
−Fji¯2 0 0 · · ·
−(Fji¯5 +
1
2!
F[¯i3 Fi¯2]j) 0 0
...
. . .


, Π
(F )
− =


0 0 0
Fji¯2 δ
j¯2
i¯2
0 · · ·
Fji¯5 +
1
2!
F[¯i3 Fi¯2]j 0 δ
j¯5
i¯5
...
. . .


,
K(F ) =


δij 0 0
−2Fji¯2 −δ
j¯2
i¯2
0 · · ·
−2 (Fji¯5 +
1
2!
F[¯i3 Fi¯2]j) 0 −δ
j¯5
i¯5
...
. . .


, (3.18)
where F3 ≡ da2 and F6 ≡ da5 are arbitrary closed 3- and 6-form fields. For these, ω become
ω
(F )
k ≡


2Fijk −δ
j¯2
i¯k¯
0
δ
i¯2
j¯k¯
0 0 · · ·
0 0 0
...
. . .


, ω
(F )
k¯4
≡


2 (Fijk¯4 −
1
2!
F[ik¯2Fk¯2]j) 0 −δ
j¯5
i¯k¯4
−2 δi¯2
[k¯2
Fk¯2]j −δ
i¯2j¯2
k¯4
0 · · ·
δ
i¯5
j¯k¯4
0 0
...
. . .


. (3.19)
3.2 Type IIB section
When we consider the type IIB section, the R1-representation is decomposed as
(xI) =
(
xm, yαm, ym¯3 , y
α
m¯5
, · · · ) , (3.20)
where m,n, p = 1, . . . , d (= n − 1) , α, β = 1, 2 and m¯p denotes the multiple index. The
R2-representation is decomposed as
(ηIJ ;K) =
(
ηIJα , η
IJ ;p¯2 , ηIJ ;p¯4α , · · ·
)
, (3.21)
(ηIJ ;K) =
(
ηαIJ , ηIJ ;p¯2, η
α
IJ ;p¯4, · · ·
)
. (3.22)
10Under a decomposition xi = (xm, xz) wherem = 1, . . . , n−1 and xz denotes the coordinate on the M-theory
circle, ω
(0)
z plays the role of ω
(0)
IJ in type IIA DFT.
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Their explicit forms are given as follows:
ηγ ≡


0 δγβ δ
n
m 0 0
δγα δmn 0 0 0 · · ·
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
...
. . .


, ηp¯2 ≡


0 0 δn¯3m¯p¯2 0
0 ǫαβ δ
n¯m¯
p¯2
0 0 · · ·
δm¯3n¯p¯2 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
...
. . .


, (3.23)
ηγp¯4 ≡


0 0 0 δγβ δ
n¯5
p¯4m¯
0 0 δγα δ
m¯n¯3
p¯4
0 · · ·
0 δγβ δ
n¯m¯3
p¯4
0 0
δγα δ
m¯5
p¯4n¯
0 0 0
...
. . .


, · · · . (3.24)
Similar to the M-theory case, we can compute Π
(F )
± and K
(F ) as follows:
Π
(F )
+ =


δmn 0 0 0
−Fαnm 0 0 0 · · ·
−(Fnm¯3 +
1
2!
ǫγδ F
γ
n[m¯1
F δm¯2]) 0 0 0
−(Fαnm¯5 + Fn[m¯3 F
α
m¯2]
+ 1
3!
ǫγδ F
γ
n[m¯1
F δm¯2 F
α
m¯2]
) 0 0 0
...
. . .


, (3.25)
Π
(F )
− =


0 0 0 0
Fαnm δ
α
β δ
n
m 0 0 · · ·
Fnm¯3 +
1
2!
ǫγδ F
γ
n[m¯1
F δm¯2] 0 δ
n¯3
m¯3
0
Fαnm¯5 + Fn[m¯3 F
α
m¯2]
+ 1
3!
ǫγδ F
γ
n[m¯1
F δm¯2 F
α
m¯2]
0 0 δαβ δ
n¯5
m¯5
...
. . .


, (3.26)
K(F ) =


δmn 0 0 0
−2Fαnm −δ
α
β δ
n
m 0 0 · · ·
−2 (Fnm¯3 +
1
2!
ǫγδ F
γ
n[m¯1
F δm¯2]) 0 −δ
n¯3
m¯3
0
−2 (Fαnm¯5 + Fn[m¯3 F
α
m¯2]
+ 1
3!
ǫγδ F
γ
n[m¯1
F δm¯2 F
α
m¯2]
) 0 0 −δαβ δ
n¯5
m¯5
...
. . .


, (3.27)
where Fα2 ≡ daα1 , F4 ≡ da3, and Fα6 ≡ daα5 are arbitrary closed forms. It is noted that the
trace of the projector (Π
(F )
+ )
I
I is n in the M-theory section while (n − 1) in the type IIB
section. Thus Π
(F )
± or the almost product structures in the M-theory section and type IIB
sections cannot be related by a U -duality transformation.
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By using the almost product structure K(F ), we obtain the matrices ω(F ) as follows:
(ω(F ))γ ≡


2F γmn −δ
γ
β δ
n
m 0 0
δγα δ
m
n 0 0 0 · · ·
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
...
. . .


, (3.28)
(ω(F ))p¯2 ≡


2 (Fmnp¯2 −
1
2!
ǫγδ F
γ
n[m¯
F δp¯2]) 0 −δ
n¯3
m¯p¯2
0
−2 ǫαβ δ
m¯
[p¯1
F
β
p¯1]n
−ǫαβ δ
n¯m¯
p¯2 0 0 · · ·
δ
m¯3
n¯p¯2
0 0 0
0 0 0 0
...
. . .


, (3.29)
(ω(F ))γp¯4 ≡


2 (F γmnp¯4 − Fn[p¯3 F
γ
p¯1m¯]
− 1
3!
ǫαβ F
α
n[p¯1
F
β
p¯2
F
γ
p¯1m¯]
) 0 0 −δγβ δ
n¯5
p¯4m¯
2 δγα (Fn[p¯3 +
1
2!
ǫγδ F
γ
n[p¯1
F δp¯2) δ
m
p¯1]
0 −δγα δ
m¯n¯3
p¯4
0 · · ·
−2F γ
n[p¯1
δ
m¯3
p¯3]
−δγβ δ
n¯m¯3
p¯4
0 0
δγα δ
m¯5
p¯4n¯
0 0 0
...
. . .


. (3.30)
3.3 Generalized Lie derivative in EFT
In the conventional formulation of EFT, the generalized Lie derivative is defined as [41]
£ˆ
(0)
V W
I ≡ V J ∂JW I − ∂JV I + Y IKLJ ∂KV LW J , (3.31)
where Y IJKL is an invariant tensor (e.g., Y
IJ
KL = η
IJ ;I ηKL;I for n ≤ 6). However, similar to the
DFT case, if we consider a non-constant polarization Π± , this may not satisfy the property
£ˆ
(0)
Π+(V )
Π+(W ) = Π+
[
Π+(V ), Π+(W )
]
, (3.32)
meaning that the £ˆ(0) does not reduce to the standard Lie derivative on the physical subspace.
This issue can be resolved by considering a modification of the generalized Lie derivative similar
to the DFT case. We redefine the generalized Lie derivative as
£ˆVW
I ≡ V J ∇JW I −
(∇JV I − Y IKLJ ∇KV L)W J , (3.33)
where ∇IV J is defined as
∇IV J ≡ ∂IV J +ΦIJK V K , ΦIJK ≡ 1
2
KJL ∂IK
L
K , (3.34)
satisfying
∇IKJK = 0 , ∇I(Π±)JK = 0 . (3.35)
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Similar to the DFT case, defining the generalized torsion as
TIJK ≡ 2Φ[IJK] + Y JPQK ΦPQI , (3.36)
we obtain
£ˆVW
I ≡ V J ∂JW I −W J ∂JV I + Y IKLJ ∂KV LW J + TJ IK V J WK . (3.37)
We note that this kind of modified generalized Lie derivative has been studied in several
contexts [49,51].
If we require that tangent vectors on the physical subspace are maximally isotropic, i.e.,
Y IJKL (Π+)
K
P (Π+)
L
Q = 0 , (3.38)
we can show
£ˆΠ+(V )Π+(W ) = Π+
[
Π+(V ), Π+(W )
]
, (3.39)
similar to the DFT case. However, in the exceptional space, according to the existence of
many dual directions, we cannot require Y IJKL (Π−)
K
P (Π−)LQ = 0 , and we do not have the
property £ˆΠ−(V )Π−(W ) = Π−
[
Π−(V ), Π−(W )
]
unlike the DFT case. For the integrability of
the physical space, at least, we require
Π−
[
Π+(V ), Π+(W )
]
= 0 ⇔ 2Φ[JIK] (Π+)JP (Π+)KQ = 0 , (3.40)
which gives a constraint for the generalized torsion. For the consistent formulation of EFT,
we may need additional conditions, but here we do not study in further details. Of course,
when the generalized torsion vanishes, the conventional EFT is recovered.
In the following, we study brane actions by using two product structures K(0) and K(F )
with vanishing generalized torsions TIJK . The former defines the physical subspace and the
supergravity fields satisfy (Π
(0)
− )
J
I ∂J = 0 . On the other hand, the latter describes the foliation
associated with the brane. This is described by the closed forms, collectively denoted by F .
They correspond to the field strengths of the standard worldvolume gauge fields and in general
dynamical.
3.4 Brane actions in M-theory
We consider the action
S =
1
p+ 1
∫
Σ
[
eλ
1
2
HIJ(X)DXI ∧ ∗γDXJ − 1
2
ω
(F )
IJ ;KDX
I ∧DXJ ∧ qK(brane)
]
, (3.41)
which is a natural extension of Eq. (2.46). Here, HIJ(X) is a generalized metric (see Appendix
A.1 for our conventions) and DXI is defined as
DXI ≡ dXI(σ)−AI(σ) , AI(σ) ≡ (Π(0)− )IJ¯ CJ¯(σ) , (3.42)
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where J¯ runs over the R1-representation other than the physical directions denoted by {i} .
Namely, we have
(DXI) =


dxi
dyi¯2 − Ci¯2
dyi¯5 − Ci¯5
...


. (3.43)
The (p − 1)-form qK(brane) represents the charge vector associated with each brane. In this
section, we consider the M2/M5-brane, and their corresponding charge vectors are given by
(see Appendix B)
qK(M2) ≡
µ2
2


dxk
0
0
...


, qK(M5) ≡
µ5
5


−dxk ∧ F3
dxk¯4
0
...


, (3.44)
where µp is a brane charge (or tension) and we have defined
dxi¯p ≡ dx
i1 ∧ · · · ∧ dxip√
p!
. (3.45)
Note that, in the doubled space, the R2-representation is a singlet and the charge vector is
just a constant qK(string) = µ1 . Under this identification, the action (3.41) reproduces (2.46).
The second term in the action (3.41) can be expanded as
1
2
ω
(F )
IJ ;KDX
I ∧DXJ ∧ qK(M2) = µ2
(
Dyi¯2 ∧ dxi¯2 + 3F3
)
, (3.46)
1
2
ω
(F )
IJ ;KDX
I ∧DXJ ∧ qK(M5) = µ5
(
Dyi¯5 ∧ dxi¯5 −Dyi¯2 ∧ dxi¯2 ∧ F3 + 6F6
)
. (3.47)
Then, as naturally expected from the invariance of the action (3.41) under the generalized Lie
derivative, these actions are the same as the ones proposed in [30,31] (note that the first term
of Eq. (3.46) corresponds to the topological term proposed in Eq. (9.1) of [52]). As was shown
there, they are (classically) equivalent to the standard (bosonic) M2/M5-brane theories.
In [30, 31], the discussion was restricted to n ≤ 7 , but such a restriction is not necessary.
If we consider n ≥ 8 , the matrix size of the generalized metric HIJ becomes bigger and
it can be infinite dimensional. However, the number of the auxiliary fields also increases
accordingly. Since the actions for the irrelevant auxiliary fields are always given by algebraic
quadratic forms, after eliminating these, we obtain the brane actions that have the same as
the one studied in n ≤ 7. The only difference is the range of the index i = 1, . . . , n , and by
choosing n = 11 , the full (bosonic) M2/M5-brane worldvolume theory in the 11D spacetime
is recovered.
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3.5 Brane actions in type IIB theory
We can consider the same action also in type IIB theory
S =
1
p+ 1
∫
Σ
[
eλ
1
2
HIJ(X)DXI ∧ ∗γDXJ − 1
2
ω
(F )
IJ ;KDX
I ∧DXJ ∧ qK(brane)
]
. (3.48)
Here, the R1-representation is decomposed as in Eq. (3.20), and we choose the polarization
tensor Π
(0)
± as given in Eqs. (3.25) and (3.26). The parameterization of the generalized metric
HIJ(X) is given in Appendix A.2. The charge vectors associated with a (p, q) string, D3-brane,
and a (p, q) 5-brane are respectively given by (see Appendix B)
qK(p,q)-1 ≡ µ1


qγ
0
0
0
...


, qK(D3) ≡
µ3
3


−ǫγδ F
δ
2
dxp¯2
0
0
...


, qK(p,q)-5 ≡
µ5
5


qγ F4 +
1
2
qα ǫγβ F
α
2 ∧ F
β
2
−qα dx
p¯2 ∧ Fα2
qγ dx
p¯4
0
...


. (3.49)
We can again expand the second term in the action as
1
2
ω
(F )
IJ ;KDX
I ∧DXJ ∧ qK(p,q)-1 = µ1 qα
(
Dyαm ∧ dxm + 2Fα2
)
, (3.50)
1
2
ω
(F )
IJ ;KDX
I ∧DXJ ∧ qK(D3) = µ3
(
Dym¯3 ∧ dxm¯3 − ǫαβDyαm ∧ dxm ∧ F β2 + 4F4
)
, (3.51)
1
2
ω
(F )
IJ ;KDX
I ∧DXJ ∧ qK(p,q)-5 = µ5 qα
(
Dyαm¯5 ∧ dxm¯5 −Dym¯3 ∧ dxm¯3 ∧ Fα2 +Dyαm ∧ dxm ∧ F4
+ 12 ǫγδDy
γ
m ∧ dxm ∧ F δ2 ∧ Fα2 + 2F4 ∧ Fα2 + 6Fα6
)
. (3.52)
As was shown in Ref. [31], the string action reproduces the conventional one for the (p, q)-
string (for a string, a similar U -duality-covariant sigma model is also discussed in [52,53]). The
actions for the D3-brane and the (p, q) 5-branes have not been studied there. By eliminating
the auxiliary fields, we find that these actions reproduce the following Wess–Zumino terms:
S
(D3)
WZ = µ3
∫
Σ
(
A4 − 12 ǫαβ Aα2 ∧ F β2 − F4
)
, (3.53)
S
(p,q)-5
WZ = µ5 qα
∫
Σ
(
Aα6 − 13 A4 ∧Aα2 − 23 A4 ∧ Fα2 + 13 Aα2 ∧ F4
− 16 ǫγδ Aγ2 ∧ F δ2 ∧ Fα2 − Fα6 − 13 Fα4 ∧ Fα2
)
. (3.54)
Apparently, they do not have the standard form. Indeed, the D3-brane action contains a
doublet of the worldvolume gauge field strengths Fα2 , although in the standard formulation
we introduce only one gauge field. However, this kind of Wess–Zumino term that contains a
doublet has been studied in S-duality-covariant formulations [54–59]. Then, it will be possible
that the proposed theory is equivalent to the standard one after imposing a certain duality
relation to the doublet of the gauge fields.11 We will leave the consistency check with the
standard formulation for future work.
11As was studied in detail in Ref. [31], in the case of the M5-brane the equations of motion for the gauge
field imply a self-duality relation, and a similar relation may be obtained also in the D3-brane case.
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3.6 Boundary conditions
Unlike the doubled case, the boundary condition in the exceptional space is non-trivial.
Before discussing higher-dimensional objects, let us consider the case of the (p, q)-string in
type IIB theory (see [60] for a related study), where a variation of the action becomes
δS
e.o.m.∼ 1
4
∫
∂Σ
(
η + ω(F )
)
IJ ;KDX
I δXJ qK(p,q)-1 =
qα
2
∫
∂Σ
(
Dyαm − Fαmn dxn
)
δxm . (3.55)
By imposing the Dirichlet boundary condition [see Eq. (2.62)]
(πD)
m
n δx
n
∣∣
∂Σ
= 0 ⇔ (πD)mn na ǫab ∂bxn
∣∣
∂Σ
= 0 , (3.56)
the Neumann boundary condition becomes
qα na ǫ
ab
(
Dby
α
m − Fαmn ∂bxn
)
(πN )
m
p
∣∣
∂Σ
= 0 , (3.57)
where (πN )
m
n ≡ δmn − (πD)mn . The equations of motion for the auxiliary fields λ and AI give
eλ = |q| , |q| ≡
√
qαmαβ qβ , (3.58)
DXI = (L−1)I J Pˆ J , (Pˆ I) ≡


dxm
mαβ qβ
|q|
gmn ∗γ dx
n
0
...


, (3.59)
where mαβ and L
I
J are matrices including only the supergravity fields (see Appendix A.2)
and gmn denotes the Einstein-frame metric. The action is then reduced to
S =
µ1
2
∫
Σ
|q| gmn dxm ∧ ∗γdxn + µ1 qα
∫
Σ
(
Aα2 − Fα2
)
. (3.60)
For simplicity, if we consider a flat background with LIJ = δ
I
J (i.e., with vanishing p-form
potentials), the equations of motion for xm(σ) lead to dPˆ I = 0 and DXI is a closed form.
Then we can realize DXI = dXI , and the Neumann boundary condition becomes
qα na ǫ
ab
(
∂by
α
m − Fαmn ∂bxn
)
(πN )
m
p
∣∣
∂Σ
= 0 . (3.61)
Under this situation, we can combine the Dirichlet/Neumann boundary conditions as
(Π
(F )
D )
I
J na ǫ
ab ∂bX
J
∣∣
∂Σ
= 0 , Π
(F )
D ≡ eF ΠD e−F , (3.62)
ΠD ≡


(πD)
m
n 0 ∗
0
mαǫ qǫ qβ
qγmγδ qδ
(πN )
n
m ∗ · · ·
∗ ∗ ∗
...
. . .


, eF ≡


δmn 0 · · ·
F δmn δ
α
β δ
n
m
...
. . .

 , (3.63)
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where ΠD is a projection operator and e
F is an element of the U -duality group. Unfortunately,
some elements of the Dirichlet projector ΠD (denoted by “∗”) cannot be determined because
the third or lower components of the generalized vector dXI identically vanish
dXI =


dxm
mαβ qβ
|q|
gmn ∗γ dx
n
0
...


, (3.64)
under the equations of motion. The Dirichlet projector ΠD is defined to have the diagonal
elements with values 1 or 0 , and the number of the element 1 [namely the trace (ΠD)
I
I ]
corresponds to the number of the Dirichlet directions in the exceptional space. The number
of Dirichlet directions dD should correspond to the co-dimension of the extended object in the
exceptional space. In the special cases where n ≤ 3 , the undetermined components disappear
and we obtain the number of the Dirichlet directions as dD = (πD)
m
m + (πN )
m
m = n − 1 .
For n ≥ 4 , our analysis only gives the lower bound dD ≥ n − 1 . According to the analysis
based on the supersymmetry, it is claimed that dD = 2
n−2 for n ≤ 7 [60]. This indicates that
there exists an object with the co-dimension 2n−2 , and it is interesting to study the effective
theory of such a higher-dimensional object in the exceptional space.
Instead of a string, we can also consider a higher-dimensional object, where we face a
difficulty. As an example, let us consider a membrane action in M-theory. Under the equations
of motion, a variation of the action becomes
δS
e.o.m.∼
∫
∂Σ
∗γθ , (3.65)
where a 1-form θ is given by
∗γθ ≡ µ2
8
[(
η + ω(F )
)
IJ ;k
DXI δXJ ∧ dxk − ω(F )IJ ;kDXI ∧DXJ δxk
]
= −µ2
2
(
Dyik ∧ dxi + Fijk dxi ∧ dxj
)
δxk . (3.66)
Then, the Dirichlet boundary condition is
(πD)
i
j δx
j
∣∣
∂Σ
= 0 , ⇔ (πD)ij na ǫabc ∂bxj
∣∣
∂Σ
= 0 , (3.67)
while the Neumann boundary condition is
na ǫ
abc
(
Dbyik ∂cx
i + Fijk ∂bx
i∂cx
j
)
(πN )
k
l
∣∣
∂Σ
= 0 . (3.68)
Unfortunately, Dbyik appears with the combination Dbyik ∂cx
i in the Neumann boundary
condition. Consequently, it seems to be difficult to combine the Dirichlet and the Neumann
boundary conditions as a single boundary condition
(ΠD)
I
J na ǫ
abcDbX
J
∣∣
∂Σ
= 0 . (3.69)
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Moreover, even if we assume that the target space is flat, DXI ≡ dXI − AI is not a closed
form under the equations of motion, and AI cannot be removed unlike the string case. Thus,
it is difficult to discuss an extended object in the exceptional space where the membrane can
end. The same difficulty exists also for other higher-dimensional objects where the charge
vector qK(brane) is not constant.
4 Brane actions in Hamiltonian form
In this section, we present brane actions in Hamiltonian form and see that the almost product
structure K again plays an important role there. For this purpose, we decompose the world-
sheet coordinates into the temporal and the spatial directions as (xa) = (τ, xa¯) and decompose
the intrinsic metric as
(γab) =

−N
2 + hc¯d¯N
c¯N d¯ N c¯ hc¯b¯
ha¯c¯N
c¯ ha¯b¯

 , (γab) =

−
1
N2
N b¯
N2
N c¯
N2
ha¯b¯ − N a¯N b¯
N2

 . (4.1)
4.1 String action
Let us consider the first-order string action [61]
S1st = µ1
∫
Σ
(
dxm ∧ Pm + 1
2
g˜mn Pm ∧ ∗γPn + 1
2
βmn Pm ∧ Pn − F2
)
. (4.2)
If we identify the fields g˜mn(x) and βmn(x) with the generalized metric HIJ as
HIJ =

 g˜mn −g˜mp β
pn
βmp g˜pn (g˜
−1 − β g˜ β)mn

 , (4.3)
this action reproduces the standard string action after eliminating the auxiliary fields Pm .
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The action S1st is not manifestly T -duality covariant, but as it is discussed in [17], we can
manifest the symmetry as follows. We expand the 1-form Pm as
Pm ≡ pm N ∗ dτ√
h
+ qm dτ = pm (dσ +N
σ dτ) + qm dτ , (4.4)
and then the first-order action becomes
S1st = µ1
∫
Σ
d2σ
(
x˙m pm −Nσ x′m pm − x′m qm − N
2
√
h
g˜mn pm pn
+
√
h
2N
g˜mn qm qn + β
mn qm pn
)
− µ1
∫
Σ
F2 .
(4.5)
12The action S1st is related to the action S (2.46) (with e
λ = µ1) as
S1st = S +
µ1
4
∫
Σ
H˜IJ
(
DX
I −HIK ∗γ DX
K
)
∧ ∗γ
(
DX
J −HJL ∗γ DX
L
)
,
where we have identified Pm with Dx˜m and have defined (H˜IJ ) ≡
(
0 0
0 g˜mn
)
. As long as g˜mn is invertible, the
equations of motion obtained from S and S1st are equivalent.
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Eliminating the auxiliary field qm , we obtain the Hamiltonian action
SH = µ1
∫
Σ
d2σ
[
pm x˙
m − (N˜ H⊥ +NσHσ)
]− µ1
∫
Σ
F2 , (4.6)
where we have defined N˜ ≡ N/√h and
H⊥ ≡ 1
2
HIJ ZI ZJ , Hσ ≡ 1
2
ηIJ ZI ZJ , ZI ≡ DσXI ≡

pm
x′m

 . (4.7)
We note that pm(σ) is the usual momentum that is canonical conjugate to x
m(σ) . This action
can be also expressed in a T -duality-manifest form as
SH = µ1
∫
Σ
d2σ
[
ZI (Π
(F )
+ )
I
J DτX
J − (N˜ H⊥ +NσHσ)
]
, (4.8)
where DτX
I ≡ (x˙m, qm) and qm = g˜mn x′n − (g˜ β)mn pn . This reproduces Tseytlin action
(1.3) under the identification DaX
I = ∂aX
I and the conformal gauge (N˜ = 1 and Nσ =
0). In addition, this reproduces the standard string action after eliminating pm . Similar to
the covariant action (2.46), the combination (Π
(F )
+ )
I
J =
1
2 η
IK (η + ω(F ))KJ again plays an
important role. According to the manifest T -duality covariance, this Hamiltonian action can
be applied to backgrounds where Hmn or Hmn is not invertible (see [62] where it is applied to
non-relativistic theories).
4.2 Nambu sigma model for a p-brane
In the case of a general p-brane, a covariant action similar to Eq. (4.2) has not been known.
However, an extension of the action (4.5) is known as the (non-topological) Nambu sigma
model [63]
S =
∫
Σ
(
dxi ∧ ηi − η˜i¯p ∧ dxi¯p − Ωij¯p η˜j¯p ∧ ηi + 12 g˜ij ηi ∧ ∗γηj + 12 g˜i¯p j¯p η˜i¯p ∧ ∗γ η˜j¯p
)
(4.9)
=
∫
Σ
dp+1σ
(
pi x˙
i −Na ∂axi pi
− qi¯p dsxi¯p − Ωij¯p pi qj¯p − N2√h g˜
ij pi pj +
√
h
2N g˜
i¯p j¯p qi¯p qj¯p
)
, (4.10)
where we have defined
ηi ≡ pi N ∗γ dτ√
h
, η˜i¯p ≡ qi¯p dτ , dsxi¯p ≡
ǫτa1···ap ∂a1x
i1 · · · ∂apxip√
p!
. (4.11)
Eliminating the auxiliary fields qi¯p , we obtain the Hamiltonian action
SH =
∫
Σ
dp+1σ
(
pi x˙
i − N˜ H⊥ −NaHa
)
, (4.12)
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where we have defined N˜ ≡ N√
h
and
H⊥ ≡ 12 HIJ ZI ZJ , Ha ≡ ∂axi pi , (4.13)
HIJ ≡

δ
i
k Ω
ik¯p
0 δ
k¯p
i¯p



g˜
kl 0
0 g˜k¯p l¯p



 δ
j
l 0
Ωjl¯p δ
l¯p
j¯p

 , ZI ≡

 pi
dsx
i¯p

 . (4.14)
We can consider the membrane theory by choosing p = 2 . In particular for n ≤ 4 , we
can understand the index I as that of the R1-representation, and then we can express the
Hamiltonian action in an En U -duality-invariant form
SH =
∫
Σ
dp+1σ
[
ZI (Π
(F )
+ )
I
J DτX
J − (N˜ H⊥ +NaHa)
]
. (4.15)
Here, in order to manifest the covariance, we have introduced a total-derivative term that
contains the gauge field F3 (see [62] where this Hamiltonian action has been applied to non-
relativistic theories). The point we would like to stress is that the projector Π
(F )
+ or the product
structure K(F ) again plays an important role, and it is a natural extension of the product
structure studied in the context of the para-Hermitian geometry or the Born geometry. It
is also noted that, for n ≥ 5 , this Hamiltonian action is not U -duality covariant, but still
describes the standard membrane theory under the identification [63]
HIJ =

 δ
i
k 0
−Ai¯2k δk¯2i¯2



g
kl 0
0 gk¯2 l¯2



δ
j
l −Alj¯2
0 δl¯2
j¯2

 . (4.16)
Other brane theories (i.e., p 6= 2) can be also studied in a similar way, but the action
(4.10) reproduces only a part of the bosonic action. For example, if we consider p = 5 , we
will obtain the M5-brane action with A3 = F3 = F6 = 0 . Thus, the action (4.10) needs to be
modified in order to consider the full bosonic theory.
5 Conclusions
By following the recent proposals that the doubled space is naturally defined as the para-
Hermitian manifold or the Born manifold, we have introduced two types of almost product
structures in the exceptional space: one defines the M-theory section while the other defines
the type IIB section. By using the almost product structures, we have defined ω in each
section and proposed natural extensions of the Born sigma model. The obtained actions are
the same as the ones studied in [30,31] and reproduce the standard worldvolume theories for
M2- and M5-branes as well as the (p, q)-string in type IIB theory. We have also studied the
Hamiltonian actions for the string and the membrane and observed that the product structure
K(F ) again appears in the action.
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In the doubled space, the para-complex structure K has played an important role in
defining the physical subspace, and the section condition can be understood as the para-
holomorphicity of the physical fields. Various mathematical structures of the doubled space
have been studied in the literature, but the geometry of the exceptional space has been poorly
understood. The analysis presented in this paper suggests that the proposed (almost) product
structure KIJ is a natural extension of the para-complex structure in the doubled space, and
it will be useful to describe the exceptional geometry in a more general framework. Indeed,
as discussed in section 3.3, under a general choice of the almost product structure K, we need
to modify the generalized Lie derivative by using the generalized torsion associated with K.
This will lead to the modifications of the generalized curvature in the exceptional space, and
it might be an important future task to establish the geometry of the exceptional space by
using the almost product structure.
It is also interesting to investigate whether we can formulate the manifestly U -duality
invariant action that reproduce all of the brane actions. In the present formulation, we fix the
dimension of the worldvolume to be p+1 in advance, and it is impossible to realize other brane
action with a different dimensionality by performing a U -duality transformation. However,
according to the discussion given in [60] (as well as the discussion of the boundary condition
given in this paper), a string can end on a Nn-dimensional generalized Dirichlet brane
13 in
the Dn-dimensional En exceptional space, where the pair {Nn, Dn} can be summarized as
n 2 3 4 5 6 7 · · ·
Nn 2 4 6 8 11 24 · · ·
Dn 3 6 10 16 27 56 · · ·
. (5.1)
According to this proposal, when this brane has a (p+1)-dimensional overlap with the physical
space, it is understood as the familiar p-brane (see [6] where this viewpoint was proposed in
the context of the doubled space). Then, it might be possible to formulate the effective theory
of such generalized Dirichlet brane which reproduces the standard brane actions through
a certain procedure that reduces the worldvolume dimension. In the case of the doubled
space, an effective Lagrangian that describes all of the Dp-brane in a unified manner has been
formulated in [64] (see also [65, 66] for relevant recent works) and it is interesting to extend
that to the case of the exceptional space.
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A Notations
We denote the worldvolume coordinates as σa (a = 0, . . . , p) and the antisymmetric symbols
are defined as ǫ0···p = −ǫ0···p = 1 and εa0···ap ≡
√−γ ǫa0···ap . The volume form is denoted as
dp+1σ ≡ dσ0 ∧ · · · ∧ dσp and the Hodge star operator is defined as ∗γ(dσa1 ∧ · · · ∧ dσan) ≡
1
(p+1−n)! ε
a1···an
b1···bp+1−n dσ
b1 ∧ · · · ∧ dσbp+1−n .
The coordinates on the physical subspace in the doubled space or the type IIB section
of the exceptional space are denoted by xm (m = 1, . . . , d ≡ n − 1). The coordinates on
the physical subspace in the M-theory section of the exceptional space are denoted by xi
(i = 1, . . . , n).
The antisymmetrization is normalized such that A[[i1···ik]] = A[i1···ik] is satisfied, and we
define δi1···ikj1···jk ≡ δ
[i1
[j1
· · · δik ]
jk]
. We also define δi1···ikj1···jk ≡ k! δ
i1···ik
j1···jk . The usage of the multiple-index
notation i¯p is explained in detail at the beginning of section 3.
A.1 M-theory
When we study M-theory, we decomposed the En generators into the GL(n) generators K
i
j
as well as the positive-/negative-level generators
positive level {Ri¯3 , Ri¯6 , · · · } , negative level {Ri¯3 , Ri¯6 , · · · } . (A.1)
By using these, we can construct the generalized metric HIJ (with the “natural weight” 0) as
HIJ ≡
(
LT HˆL)
IJ
, (LIJ) ≡ eAi¯3R
i¯3
eAi¯6R
i¯6 · · · . (A.2)
Here, HˆIJ is constructed by exponentiating the GL(n) generators as
(HˆIJ) ≡


gij 0 0
0 gi¯2,j¯2 0 · · ·
0 0 gi¯5,j¯5
...
. . .


, gi¯p,j¯p ≡ gi1k1 · · · gipkp δj1···jpk1···kp , (A.3)
where an overall rescaling has been done. The twist matrix LIJ is made by using the positive-
level generators, whose matrix representations in the R1-representation are as follows:
Rk¯3 ≡


0 0 0
δk¯3
j¯i¯2
0 0 · · ·
0 −δj¯2k¯3
i¯5
0
...
. . .


, Rk¯6 ≡


0 0 0
0 0 0 · · ·
δk¯6
j¯ i¯5
0 0
...
. . .


, · · · . (A.4)
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The fields {gij , A3, A6} are standard bosonic fields in 11D supergravity.14 The generalized
metric MIJ with the “weight” 0 is given by MIJ = |det(gij)|
1
n−2 HIJ which is an element of
the En group and has the unit determinant.
A.2 Type IIB theory
When we study type IIB theory, we parameterize the generalized metric HIJ as
HIJ ≡
(
LT HˆL)
IJ
, (LIJ) ≡ eA
α
m¯2
R
m¯2
α eAm¯4 R
m¯4
eA
α
m¯6
R
m¯6
α · · · , (A.5)
where15
(HˆIJ) ≡


gmn 0 0 0
0 mαβ g
mn 0 0 · · ·
0 0 gm¯3,n¯3 0
0 0 0 mαβ g
m¯5,n¯5
...
. . .


, gm¯q ,n¯q ≡ gm1p1 · · · gmqpq δn1···nqp1···pq , (A.6)
(mαβ) ≡ eΦ

e
−2Φ+(C0)2 −C0
−C0 1

 , Rr¯2γ ≡


0 0 0 0
δαγ δ
r¯2
n¯m¯ 0 0 0 · · ·
0 ǫγβ δ
n¯r¯2
m¯3
0 0
0 0 −δαγ δn¯3 r¯2m¯5 0
...
. . .


, (A.7)
Rr¯4 ≡


0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 · · ·
δr¯4n¯m¯3 0 0 0
0 δαβ δ
n¯r¯4
m¯5 0 0
...
. . .


, Rr¯6γ ≡


0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 · · ·
0 0 0 0
δαγ δ
r¯6
n¯m¯5 0 0 0
...
. . .


. (A.8)
The generalized metricMIJ with the unit determinant is given byMIJ = |det(gmn)|
1
n−2 HIJ .
We note that Aα2 can be parameterized as (A
α
2 ) = (B2, −C2) and A4 is a S-duality-invariant
combination A4 = C4 +
1
2 C2 ∧ B2 . The 6-form also can be parameterized as (Aα6 ) =
(
C6 −
1
3! C2 ∧B2 ∧B2,−(B6 − 23! B2 ∧ C2 ∧ C2)
)
by using the standard Ramond–Ramond potential
in the C-basis and a 6-form potential B6 that couples to the NS5-brane.
14The p-form fields A3 and A6 have the opposite sign compared with those used in [31,67].
15The p-form fields {C0, A
α
2 , A4, A
α
6 } have the opposite sign compared with those used in [31,67].
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B Charge vectors
In this appendix, we review the construction of the charge vector qI(brane) for the standard
branes16 [31]. In the R2-representation, there exists a component with (p−1) antisymmetrized
indices that corresponds to a p-brane. The pure charge vector q¯I(brane) is defined by putting
µp
p
dxi¯p−1 to that component. For example, in M-theory the pure charge vectors for M2-brane
and M5-brane are
q¯I(M2) ≡
µ2
2


dxi
0
...

 , q¯
I
(M5) ≡
µ5
5


0
dxi¯4
...

 . (B.1)
In type IIB theory, those for a (p, q) string, D3-brane, and a (p, q) 5-brane are
q¯I(p,q)-1 ≡ µ1


qα
0
0
...


, q¯I(D3) ≡
µ3
3


0
dxm¯2
0
...


, q¯I(p,q)-5 ≡
µ5
5


0
0
qα dx
m¯4
...


. (B.2)
Here, the string and the 5-brane behave as S-duality doublets, and we have introduced a
vector qα, where (qα) = (1, 0) corresponds to the fundamental string/D5-brane while (qα) =
(0,−1) corresponds to the D1-brane/NS5-brane. These pure charge vectors do not transform
covariantly under the generalized Lie derivative (i.e., under the p-form gauge transformations).
In order to obtain covariant vectors, we need to multiply a twist matrix L as follows.
To construct the twist matrix, we need the matrix representations of the En generators in
the R2-representation (tα)IJ . They can obtained by using the invariance of ηIJ ;K
(tα)
L
I ηLJ ;K + (tα)LJ ηIL;K + ηIJ ;L (tα)LK = 0 . (B.3)
In the M-theory parameterization, the positive-level generators become
(Rk¯3)IJ ≡


0 δik¯3
j¯4
· · ·
0 0
...
. . .

 , (R
k¯6)IJ ≡


0 0 · · ·
0 0
...
. . .

 , · · · . (B.4)
16The charge vector for the Kaluza–Klein monopole has been discussed in [31] but those for exotic branes
have never been studied.
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In the type IIB parameterization, the positive-level generators are obtained as
(Rp¯2γ )
IJ ≡


0 ǫβγ δ
p¯2
n¯2
0
0 0 δp¯2m¯2n¯4 · · ·
0 0 0
...
. . .


, (Rp¯4)IJ ≡


0 0 −δβα δp¯4n¯4
0 0 0 · · ·
0 0 0
...
. . .


, (B.5)
(Rp¯6γ )
IJ ≡


0 0 0
0 0 0 · · ·
0 0 0
...
. . .


, · · · . (B.6)
Now, by using these matrices, we construct the twist matrix in each theory as
M-theory:
(LIJ ) ≡ e−Fi¯3 Ri¯3 e−Fi¯6 Ri¯6 · · · , (B.7)
Type IIB theory:
(LIJ ) ≡ e−Fαm¯2 Rm¯2α e−Fm¯4 Rm¯4 e−Fαm¯6 Rm¯6α · · · . (B.8)
By using the twist matrix, we construct the charge vector as
qI(brane) ≡ LIJ qJ(brane) . (B.9)
In M-theory, we obtain
qI(M2) ≡
µ2
2


dxi
0
...

 , q
I
(M5) ≡
µ5
5


−dxi ∧ F3
dxi¯4
...

 , (B.10)
and in type IIB theory, we obtain
qI(p,q)-1 ≡ µ1


qα
0
0
...


, qI(D3) ≡
µ3
3


−ǫαγ F
γ
2
dxm¯2
0
...


, qI(p,q)-5 ≡
µ5
5


qα F4 +
1
2
qγ ǫαδ F
γ
2 ∧ F
δ
2
−qγ dx
m¯2 ∧ F γ2
qα dx
m¯4
...


. (B.11)
These charge vectors transform covariantly as discussed in [31].
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